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for users and service providers. Identity federation is a way to mitigate 
this problem, by enabling single sign-on between services and identity 
information sharing between identity silos.

In this thesis we examine four specific identity federation scenarios and 
present a number of use cases for each and we lay out an evaluation cri
teria for the use cases. Then Ubilogin, a federated single sign-on system 
by Ubisecure Solutions, is evaluated against the requirements of each 
use case and a number of possible models for improving the system are 
analyzed. Especially pseudonym support and federation partner dis
covery are discussed and changes recommended. Also two different 
models for handling the external federation links, direct federation and 
central I DP proxy, are analyzed and central proxy is found to be a useful 
model in many situations.

The changes were implemented by a group including the author and 
the new version of Ubilogin is evaluated again against the use case cri
teria. Also a new tool called Federation Manager is introduced and is 
found to be useful in simplifying handling of the certain use cases.
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в2в Business to Business 

Business to Consumer 
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Common Domain Cookie, a method for idp discovery 
specified by oasis

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

Unique Electronic Client Identifier, the Finnish national 
electronic identity number (sähköinen asiointi tunnus)

Government to Citizen

Government to Government

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

Identity Web Services Framework

Identity Provider

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

Mobile Signature Service, a standard defined by ETSI for 
creating digital signatures using a mobile phone

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 
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One-Time Password
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CDC
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FINUID

G2C
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Personal Identity Number, the finnish national identity 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS vii

Security Assertion Markup Language, an XML-standard for 
exchanging authentication and authorisation data between 
security domains

Originally: Simple Object Access Protocol, as of SOAP vl.2 not 
an acronym anymore

Service Provider

SAML

SOAP

SP

Single Sign-Onsso

Ubilogin Authentication Server 

Unified Modelling Language 

Uniform Resource Locator 

Web Service Identity Provider 

Extensible Markup Language

UAS

UML

URL

WSIDP

XML



Chapter 1

Introduction

According to CIA World Fact Book the Internet had 1,6 billion users in 2008 
[С1А2009]. Internet has become an integral part of our everyday lives, the 
way we keep in touch with other people, shop and the way we conduct 
business. This all despite that the internet has no built in security, privacy 
or concept of user identity. This limitation of Internet is showing in the 
multitude of different user accounts and new passwords that we are forced 
to create in order to use all these services online.

The increasing number of user accounts and segmentation of user iden
tity information into separate identity silos is becoming problematic for the 
users who don't want to create and remember new accounts and creden
tials. Thus it also becomes a problem for the service providers as well, who 
need to identify the users, but are faced with users who are inconvenienced 
and might even choose not use the service for the hassle of registering.

Identity federation is a way to mitigate this problem by allowing users 
to move between services without the need to reauthenticate and enabling 
service providers to share identity information between identity silos. A 
number of protocols have been designed for this purpose, one of the most 
popular at this time being Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
[SAML-tech-overview]. These protocol standards do not however describe 
in detail how the federation should be set up in different use scenarios. For 
example the privacy and security requirements of businesses offering ser
vices to consumers are rather different from for example organizations han
dling identities of their own employees.

In this thesis we analyze how a federation enabling identity provider 
server - Ubilogin Authentication Server (uas) - can be used to implement 
use cases in four specific use scenarios: Business to Employee (b2e), Busi
ness to Business (b2b). Business to Consumer (B2c), and Government to 
Citizen (g2c). After the analysis, we recommend changes to UAS which 
were implemented by the development team which includes the author.

1



INTRODUCTION 2

We also present a reanalysis of the scenarios based on the new version of 
the server.

Problem statement The three goals of this thesis are:

1. Analyze how UAS can handle the use cases presented in each of the 
given scenarios.

2. Recommend how UAS could handle the use cases better.

3. Analyze how the implemented changes work in next version of uas.

The analysis for the first two research questions was done on UAS version 4.1 
and the results are documented in chapter 4. Many of the recommendations 
were implemented in next UAS version 5.0 and the results are analyzed in 
chapter 5, documenting how the new version of UAS handles the scenarios. 
Also the evaluation of the implementation of each scenario is given based 
on evaluation criteria laid out in chapter 3.



Chapter 2 

Background

This chapter introduces the necessary background for this thesis. First 
introduce the concepts of identity, authentication and authorization. Then 
we take a look at federation which means moving identities, authentication, 
and authorization information between different domains. Finally we look 
at the different technical means of achieving identify federation.

we

2.1 Identity, Authentication, and Authorization
2.1.1 Identity and Identifiers
Camp defines identity in an identity management system as a set of per
manent or long lived attributes associated with an entity. Here, the entity 
could be a human being, as well as a computer, a software process, or an 
organization. For humans, typical attributes associated with the identity 
would be name, date of birth, email-address, and so on. Some of these at
tributes uniquely identify an identity, like for example email address would 
do when dealing with humans. Camp defines these identifying attributes 
as identifiers [Cam04a].

Different systems need different attributes with the identities and it is 
often in the interests of the privacy and security of the entity to limit the 
number of attributes made available to the system to only the bare mini
mum required. Thus an entity might have many identities in different sys
tems. Linden defines the set of all these partial ide7itities as the one universal 
identity of the entity. [Lin09, Chapter 2.1]. For the purposes of this thesis, 
when we speak of an identity we mean the partial identity associated with 
the identity management system in question.

3
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Personal Identity Number and Unique Electronic Client Identifier

In Finland two commonly used identifiers are the Personal Identity Number 
(pin) and the Unique Electronic Client Identifier (finuid). pin, or henkilötun
nus in Finnish, is an identifier that is given to each citizen of Finland by the 
Population Register Center, and stays the same throughout their life unless 
the person in question changes his or her sex [886/1993] or if their birth date 
is corrected. This identifier is widely used especially in Finnish government 
and banking services. Besides the problem of it at times changing, it has 
the problem of revealing the person's sex and date of birth, which can be a 
privacy issue.

Another identifier also given by Population Register Center is finuid, 
or sähköinen asiointitunnus in Finnish. FINUID also uniquely identifies a 
person, but unlike the PIN, it is opaque, meaning that it does not reveal any 
other information about the person, and therefore does not need to change 
when a person's sex is changed. The purpose of finuid is as an identifier 
in e-services. The Finnish national identity card contains a finuid as the 
unique identifier [507/1993].

Many other countries have similar identifiers for all citizens. For exam
ple in Denmark, the CPR (Danish civil registry number) or the OCES (Danish 
electronic identity number) are used in electronic services [dk-SAML], In 
Sweden, personnummer, an identity number similar to the Finnish PIN , is 
given to all Swedish citizens [SWE 481/1991].

However unique national identifiers are not universally used in all coun
tries. For example, in the United States of America there is no mandatory 
identifier for citizens, although there are claims that the social security num
ber has become a de facto mandatory identifier [Kou05]. Also in the United 
Kingdom there is no unique identifier for citizens, but instead two different 
identifier systems: the national Insurance number and the national health 
service number, which both might change many times during a persons life
time and are not used as widely as the United States social security number 
[Wal03],

In this thesis, when analyzing electronic services offered to citizens by 
the government, we are assuming a national environment where a unique 
national identifier is available, therefore some of the results might not gen
eralize to nations such as the United States or the United Kingdom.

2.1.2 Authentication
According to Camp authentication means proof of an attribute, further not
ing that identity as it is constructed in identity management systems is an 
attribute [Cam04a]. Proof is often (see for example [Ren05]) categorized to
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the following three authentication types:

1. Something you know, for example a password

2. Something you have, like an authentication token

3. Something you are, such as fingerprints

When more than one of these authentication types are combined, it is 
called two-factor or three-factor authentication, or simply strong authentica
tion . Examples of strong authentication on the internet are mobile phone 
based European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Mobile Sig
nature Service (mss) [etsi-MSS] and smart cards. In these something the 
person has (the smart card or phone subscriber identity module) is com
bined with something the person knows (the pin code).

2.1.3 Authorization
Camp defines authorization as the decision to allow an action based on 
identifier or attribute [Cam04a]. Three common access control models are 
Mandatory Access Control, Discretionary Access Control and Role Based 
Access Control (RBAC).

Mandatory Access Control is defined by Department of Defense as secu
rity level based access control in which each subject and object are assigned 
sensitivity labels that are combinations of hierarchical classification levels 
and non-hierarchical categories [Dep85]. This model is criticized by Ander
son for being complicated and hard to integrate to applications [AndOl].

Discretionary Access Control is lighter alternative to mandatory access 
control. Department of Defense defines it as an access control in which each 
object has an associated access control list of subjects [Dep85], This model 
is used for example in Unix based operating systems to control file access.

In RBAC model users are given roles which in turn give users permis
sion to access specific operations. Sandhu et al note that this provides RBAC 
a level of abstraction to access control that allows administration of secu
rity policy to focus on higher level roles rather than to individuals [SFKOO], 
Therefore this model is well suited for web applications and our study is 
mostly using this model in access control analysis.

2.2 Federation
Whether we are talking about consumers in the internet or for example cor
porate users accessing partners extranet sites, users tend to have many dif
ferent user accounts in different services, each service and its associated
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identity information forming a so called identity silo [PG07], When 
have different logins and passwords to accounts for each identity silo, it can 
become a hassle to remember all the different passwords, not to mention to 
keep the information in all identities up to date. Also the administration 
of user accounts and roles becomes a burden to service providers. For ex
ample in case of business to business services, the service provider might 
prefer that all user account administration is done at the user's home orga
nization locally, instead of the service provider trying to keep up with all the 
changes in partner organizations workforce. One solution to these problems 
is federation between the identity domains.

Ihalainen defines identity domain as "a self contained system that main
tains a repository of identity information about its users". So according to 
this definition, each identity domain has its own identity silo. Federation 
is defined by Ihalainen as "a transfer of user identity between two different 
domains" [Iha07]. Federation allows linking and mapping users accounts 
between domains, thus allowing users to only use one login and password 
pair to access services in two or more different domains. Federation can 
also allow transferring identity information between domains in order to 
keep users information up to date and to diminish administration work for 
service providers.

One of the goals of federation can also be Single Sign-On (SSO) between 
identity domains, meaning that once user logs in to a service, he can con
tinue to other services without the need to login again [sAML-tech-overview].

users

2.2.1 Pseudonyms
The actual identity information that is transferred between the domains 
differs depending from needs of the use scenario. Often simply trans
ferring the user's login name as an unique identifier can be enough or 
in some cases it might be acceptable to actually send all user's identity 
information to another domain. However in real world, the user's iden
tity information is often private and only minimum amount on confiden
tial identity information should be transferred between identity domains 
[Liberty-overview]. The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) set of 
standards, developed by Organization for the Advancement of Structured 
Information Standards (OASIS) Security Services Technical Committee, pro
poses pseudonyms [SAML-core] as the solution.

Pseudonym is defined by Liberty Alliance as an arbitrary identifier as
signed by the identity or service provider to identify a principal to a given 
relying party so that the name has meaning only in the context of the re
lationship between the parties [Liberty-glossary], Using pseudonyms has 
the advantage that no confidential information is sent between the federa-
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tion partners and the pseudonym can not be used to track the user in other 
services as one pseudonym is used only in one federation context.

2.2.2 Federation patterns
When federation is set up, the participants have to set a contractual relation
ship with each other and to agree on such issues as what user information 
is delivered on federation and what are the rights and obligations of fed
eration partners. Windley has identified the following three different con
tractual patterns of federation [Win05] and these were analyzed further by 
Linden [Lin09]:

• Ad hoc federation is formed by one to one federation contracts.

• Hub and spoke federation consist of a central organization controlling 
the federation and managing the contracts and policies.

• Identity network is a federation based on independent federation net
work that is governed together by the federation network partners, 
instead of having one central organization controlling it, as in hub and 
spoke federation, or having all organizations having to set separate 
federation rules and contracts to manage between each other, as in ad 
hoc federation.

Linden notes that these contractual models are separate from the techni
cal model of the federation [Lin09, Chapter 5.3.2]. A federation that has a 
contractual model of an identity network could very well be technically set 
up to use a central identity provider hub. Our analysis of federation scenar
ios in chapters 4 and 5 is dealing with technical federation models only.

2.3 Security Assertion Markup Language
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) developed by Organization 
for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) Security 
Services Technical Committee specifies a format for security tokens, a num
ber of protocols to exchange and manage these tokens and a format for ex
changing service description metadata. There are three official versions of 
SAML the first one 1.0 [SAML-1.0] was succeeded by version 1.1 [SAML-1.1], 
which introduced a number of corrections and additions to the standards 
[SAML-Diff-П]. The latest version is 2.0 [SAML-core, SAML-Diff-20] in which 
a lot of the work done by Liberty on ID-FF set of standards [Liberty-ID-FF] 
was moved to SAML 2.0.
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0
Authenticates

IDP

Trust

User

0Uses Services- *

SP

Figure 2.1: The trust model in saml. The idp authenticates the user, who 
uses services at the SP, and the SP trusts the assertions the idp makes about 
the user.
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One of the most important services that SAML was designed to provide 
is Single Sign-On (SSO), where a user that has signed on to one service can 
move directly to another without the need to log on again. The trust model 
of saml is based on a relationship between an Identity Provider (idp) and a 
number of SPs. The user signs on to the IDP using whatever method the IDP 
supports, which could be username and password, smartcards or anything 
else. The actual methods of authentication are specifically left out of scope. 
After authenticating to the idp, the user receives an assertion that he/she 
can use to sign on to the SPs. See Figure 2.1.

The standards have essentially three different levels of services:

1. the assertions containing information about the user [SAML-core]

2. a number of protocol profiles and bindings for requesting and manag
ing these assertions [SAML-bindings, SAML-profiles]

3. a metadata format for describing the offered services [SAML-metadata]

Each of these services builds on top of the earlier, meaning that the asser
tions can be used alone without the protocol profiles and bindings, but not 
the other way around. The metadata is meaningful only when used with 
the protocols.

2.3.1 Liberty Alliance
Liberty alliance has created a set of standards for linking the identities of the 
users between different services and delivering information about the users 
in a standard way. The Liberty standards are divided in three main parts.

1. ID-FF [Liberty-ID-FF] was the basis of Liberty's single sign-on and fed
eration framework. It was built on top of SAML 1.1. Now SAML 2.0 has 
replaced id-ff

2. ID-WSF [iD-wSF-authn, iD-wSF-client-profiles] is Liberty's federation 
framework for web services. It supports the development of identity- 
based services on top of other client programs besides web browsers.

3. id-sis [Liberty-tech] is a collection of identity web service specifi
cations. The various specifications include services for requesting 
and providing users' personal or professional profile information and 
managing users' contacts online.
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Liberty also started the Liberty Interoperable™program to create a con
fidential environment in which technology providers could test their ad
herence to Liberty's specifications and their interoperability. As SAML 2.0 
has replaced ID-FF, Liberty now provides test sets for a number of different 
SAML 2.0 conformance levels [Liberty-Interop].

2.4 Ubilogin Authentication Server
Ubilogin sso is an Single Sign-On (sso) and access control solution family 
that supports modern federation protocols. It is developed by Ubisecure 
Solutions in Finland. The core component of Ubilogin SSO is the Ubilo
gin Authentication Server (UAS), which provides authentication, SSO, au
thorization and federation protocol support for web applications. Nykänen 
describes the old web application protocol used in earlier versions of UAS 
[Nyk02], Käpynen describes how this protocol was later succeeded by SAML 
[Kä08],

Ubilogin SSO solution family also includes Web Service Identity Provider 
(WSIDP) support for Web Services as described by Kari-Koskinen [KK07] 
and a number of integration modules for different application servers. 
The management and configuration of Ubilogin SSO is done in central 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [Zei06] based Ubilogin Di
rectory. In this study we focus on web applications and UAS, also covering 
Ubilogin Directory when the actual configuration model is relevant to dis
cussion.



Chapter 3

Identity and access management 
scenarios

In this chapter we present use scenarios, that we will use for our analysis 
of UAS. Käpynen [Kä08, Chapter 3] has identified a number of stakeholders 
in identity federation including users, service providers, government and 
public sector, private sector, technology providers, and identity providers. 
In our analysis each identity and access management scenario is character
ized by the needs of the two key stakeholders: the SP and the user.

The scenarios we have chosen for this analysis are b2e, b2b, b2c, and 
G2c scenarios, because we have found them to be amongst the most in
teresting and relevant ones in our work with SSO and federation systems. 
This is by no means an exhaustive list of federation scenarios. Especially 
Government to Government (g2g) services are an important and interesting 
segment that is right now being addressed in virtu project here in Finland 
[virtu]. This study is limited to these four scenarios in order to keep the 
size of this work manageable.

In this chapter we present the background for each of these scenarios 
and after that a number of use cases we have derived from the scenario re
quirements. At the end of this chapter we present evaluation criteria which 
will be used to analyze how well UAS implements the use cases.

3.1 Business-to-Employee
3.1.1 Background for scenario
One of the simplest identity and access management scenario is that of a 
business offering services to its own employees. Employees logging into 
company network are getting used to the idea of a seamless single sign- 
on experience, where all services in company's intranet and extranet are

11
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accessible without separate logins. For example Windows domains provide 
kerberos-based single sign-on for all domain users [Windows-SSO].

b2e scenario is characterized by the fact that user identities stay inside 
the same identity domain. Thus the goal is to achieve single sign-on, but 
identity federation which was defined as identity information transfer be
tween identity domains by Ihalainen in [Iha07] is not part of this scenario. 
For the purposes of this thesis we assume, that the fact that users stay within 
the same domain, also means that users do not have additional privacy con
cerns arising from identity information transfer and federation. After all, all 
services used in this scenario are offered by the employer who has access 
to the company's human resources database anyway. In large heterogenous 
enterprise networks, the users privacy could become an issue, but that sce
nario is left out of scope of this thesis.

Retailer.inc’s identity domain

AuthenticatesIdentity repository

Name: John Doe 
UID: johndoe 

Groups: sales, 
managers

IDP
I

User = domain\johndoe

I
User

SP

Figure 3.1: b2e authentication use cases, note that both the idp and SP are in 
the same identity domain and only the user account name is delivered with 
authentication.

3.1.2 Use cases
The use cases in this scenario are based on use of out of band information 
transfer and user identification based on known identifiers, in this case the 
username of the employee in local domain. In [SAML-tech-overview, chap
ter 5.4.2] a similar type of identity information transfer, but in their 
between different identity domains, is known as "Federation Using Out-of-

case
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Band Account Linking". Figure 3.1 shows the IDP and SP both in the same 
identity domain of the example organization Retailer.ine.

Use case B2E.1: Web application single sign-on from intranet Retailer.ine 
offers a web based application to its employees, so that the service may be 
used from intranet, preferably with the single sign-on session of the op
erating system. Information that the identity provider passes to the web 
application is the LDAP user account name of the employee.

Use case b2e.2: Web application offered to employees from public inter
net Employees can use the same service as in use case 1 also from public 
internet, using strong authentication. Information that the identity provider 
passes to the web application is always the LDAP user account name of the 
employee, regardless of how the user signed in.

3.2 Business-to-Business
3.2.1 Background for scenario
When corporations offer services to other corporations, the model is called 
Business to Business. Ash has noted that business process integration with 
outside business partners can optimize the overall b2b value chain and can 
drive the costs down [AshOl], Ash has divided this b2b scenario further 
to Business to Supplier and Business to Corporate Customer scenarios, but 
for the purposes of this analysis the stakeholders in these subscenarios have 
similar identity and privacy demands, so they are treated here as the same 
b2b scenario.

Here the SP is not that much interested in who the user is, but rather 
about which company the user represents and with what "authorizations" 
the user has to act on behalf of the company. According to Käpynen [Kä08, 
chapter 3.4] a b2b service might ignore completely who the user is and de
termine the user's permissions entirely based on what company the user 
presents and what roles the user has been assigned in this company. Because 
of this focus on the company, not the individual user, as the stakeholder, the 
users in this scenario do not have privacy concerns as individuals. Rather, 
the corporations the users present might have privacy concerns, such as 
limiting other users of the service from seeing that they also use it. For ex
ample a corporation might find it embarrassing to be publicly associated 
with a consultant agency specializing in planning layoffs.

Of course not all services offered to business partners can make use of 
identity attributes and authorization information delivered from an external
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IDP. Especially legacy services in corporate extranets might have their own 
proprietary user database and role management. In these cases local identi
ties and their associated roles at the SP could be linked to federated identi
fiers using account mapping as described by Käpynen in [Kä08, Chapter 4.1] 
to achieve single sign-on, if not fully externalized authorization. However 
this use case is left out of scope of this analysis.

3.2.2 Use cases
The use case 1 below is based on "Federation via Identity Attributes" as pre
sented in [sAML-tech-overview, chapter 5.5]. We use example corporations 
Importer.ine and Retailer, ine, where importer offers extranet services to its 
retailers, see figure 3.2.

Retailer.inc’s identity domain

Identity repository

Name: John Doe 
UID: johndoe 

Groups: sales

AuthenticatesIDP(
\

User = Retailer.inc/johdoe 
Roles = buyer

Importer.inc’s identity 
domain

У
User

SP

Figure 3.2: b2b authentication scenario, note that IDP and SP are in different 
identity domains and users roles are delivered with authentication.
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Use case в2в.1: Identity federation based on user roles in partner organi
zation Impórtenme offers a web application to its corporate customers, so 
that the services the user can access are personalized based on the company 
the user is coming from and role the user has there. The role is assigned from 
a given set (buyer, auditor, support personnel). Even though permissions in 
the Importer.inc's web application are based entirely on the company the 
user is coming from and the role the user has, some kind of identifier of the 
specific user is also needed for auditing purposes.

If possible. Impórtenme would like to keep it secret which partner orga
nizations' idps are trusted from other partners.

3.3 Business-to-Consumer
3.3.1 Background for scenario
When a person orders books from Amazon, buys a flight from an airline's 
web-page or uses an internet bank, these are all examples of corporations 
offering services to consumers. This scenario is the one most people are per
sonally most familiar with. Käpynen notes in [Kä08, chapter 3.4] that in B2c 
services the identity information needs of the SP can vary and while many 
services require just enough identity information to deliver the expected ser
vice and/or charge expenses, some services such as ebanking may require 
unique trackable identifiers.

Karine Barzilai-Nahon et al present in [BNS07] that customer privacy 
and clear policies over information disclosure between 3rd parties were 
among of the main security concerns of eCommerce services targeted for 
consumers. As users are presenting themselves as individuals in this sce
nario, it raises more potential privacy concerns than for example in b2b sce
nario. The use cases presented on Liberty Alliances Architecture Overview 
[Liberty-ID-FF] focus on this issue, by giving users control over linking user 
accounts and asking user permission for account linking and information 
exchange between identity domains.

3.3.2 Use cases
The use cases in this scenario are based on Liberty Alliance's example 
business to consumer scenario [Liberty-ID-FF], using Airline.inc and Car- 
Rental.inc as example corporation websites, see figure 3.3. The first use case 
links user accounts on both services, based on persistent pseudonyms and 
the second use case is user initiated termination of this federation. These 
use cases are presented as "Federation Using Persistent Pseudonym Iden-
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tifiers" and "Federation Termination" in [sAML-tech-overview, chapters 
5.4.3 and 5.4.5]. The third use case is based on "Federation Using Transient 
Pseudonym Identifiers" use case from [SAML-tech-overview, chapter 5.4.4].

Airline.inc’s identity domain

Identity repository

Name: John Doe 
Customer num: #2451 
Customerstatus: gold 

Phonenumber: ... Authenticates

XIDP

X

User = e43dfd0a5e48

User
CarRental.inc’s identity domain

Identity repository

Name: Johnny Doe 
UID: jdoe

о

SP

Figure 3.3: b2c authentication scenario, note that idp and SP are in different 
identity domains and only an opaque random identifier, a pseudonym, is 
delivered with authentication.

Use case B2C.1: Identity federation and linking based on persistent 
pseudonyms The user is a registered customer at the web sites of Air
line.inc and CarRental.inc, having a username and a password for logging 
in at both. At the CarRental.inc's website, the user wants to access a re
source that requires authentication. The user chooses to login using identity 
federation from Airline.inc and is redirected to Airline's web site.
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Airline.inc authenticates the user and asks user's permission to federate 
his account to CarRental.inc. If the user accepts the identity federation, he 
is redirected back with an opaque persistent pseudonym identifier, so that 
no personal information is sent from Airline.inc to CarRental.inc.

At CarRental.inc the user is asked to authenticate again, using Car
Rental.inc's username and password, thereby linking his/her account to 
the persistent pseudonym from Airline.inc. On subsequent authentications, 
the federation has already been formed, and user permission or separate 
authentication at CarRental.inc are no longer needed and account is linked 
automatically.

Use case B2C.2: Identity federation termination User no longer wishes 
to keep his accounts on Airline.inc and CarRental.inc federated (for exam
ple, if his/her account on CarRental.inc has been disabled.) User clicks a 
defederation link on CarRental.inc's web site and after that Airline.inc will 
no longer automatically accept authentication requests for this user from 
CarRental.inc.

Use case в2с.З: Identity federation based on transient pseudonyms Air- 
line.inc's frequent flyers are entitled to a number of discounts from Ho
tel.inc's services. Hotel.ine does not want to show the discounted prices, 
unless they can verify that user is indeed a frequent flyer. On the other 
hand just for seeing the discounted prices Hotel.ine does not want to force 
users to do full blown federation as in use case 1, nor force them to create 
an account at Hotel.inc.

When a user clicks a link "show Airline.inc frequent flyer discounts" 
at Hotel.inc, the user is redirected to Airline.inc for authentication. Af
ter authenticating, the Airline.inc will only send a temporary transient 
pseudonym about the user back to Hotel.inc. No personal information is 
sent from Airline.inc to Hotel.inc.

3.4 Government-to-Citizen
3.4.1 Background for scenario
Governments are increasingly offering services for citizens on internet. In 
Finland examples of such services are Tax Administration's Tax Card Online 
and lomake.fi. Karine Barzilai-Nahon et al note that g2c and B2c scenarios 
are rather similar on both technological and administrative level. However 
they differ on some key points, one of them being the higher level of at
tention to security and privacy issues. While b2c services are focusing on
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avoiding customer retaliation and giving users control and clear policies 
on information disclosure, g2c services on the other hand do not focus on 
individual users, but instead are more focused on limiting unauthorized in
formation disclosure in general [BNS07].

Camp [Cam04b] has analyzed the identity needs of g2c services, com
ing to conclusion that a unique trackable identifier is needed on services tar
geted for citizens. The Danish National IT & Telecom Agency has come to 
the same conclusion on [dk-SAML] noting that most G2c service providers 
will need to know users' Danish civil registry number (CPR) or Danish elec
tronic identity number (OCES). This is in contrast to B2c services, where 
user privacy can usually be protected by using opaque pseudonym identi
fiers, as presented in [Liberty-overview, chapter 2].

In Finland there are two such unique trackable identifiers: PIN and 
FINUID. There is a number of idps in Finland offering either one or both 
of these identifiers, including TUPAS offered by banks and described in 
[TUPAS] and national certificate service. So the idps offering unique track- 
able identifiers are already available, but the problem is that none of these 
IDPs has a very large portion of the identity market on their own. For ex
ample most people have a bank account only in one bank and many still do 
not have a national identity certificate. Having each SP trust each of these 
idps separately means making and maintaining a lot different federation 
connections and possibly handling many different federation protocols.

This opens a market for an IDP proxy that offers authentication informa
tion from different idps so that SPs only need to directly trust and manage 
connection to this central IDP proxy. Examples of such IDP proxies in Fin
land are the g2c identity providers tunnistus.fi and Vetuma. They offer 
authentication information from a number of banks and also from the na
tional certificate service and they both use a identity profile that delivers a 
user's PIN to the SP.

The Danish National IT & Telecom Agency notes that although most 
government organizations probably use Danish civil registry number or 
electric identity number for linking users' identities, the architecture should 
not mandate this. Therefore [DK-SAML] defines a "Persistent Pseudonym 
Attribute Profile" for creating identity federations with an opaque persis
tent pseudonym instead of using the Danish equivalents of Finnish PIN and 
FINUID. This profile is similar to the pseudonym profiles in b2c services 
(see previous chapter 3.3), but support for transient identifiers and federa
tion termination protocol has been left out of scope.
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ô^ _ -authenticates

Userauthenticates i
Bank A i

authenticatesiу
Bank В

t

name: John Doe 
pin: 280269-1432 4z

У

z name: John Doe 
pin: 280269-1432

I\ Certificate Authority
Name: John Doe 
pin: 280269-1432A1

name: John Doe 
pin: 280269-1432

IDP Proxy

SP

Figure 3.4: g2c authentication scenario. User may authenticate through 
any of the first level I DPs, but the SP only needs to communicate with the 
IDP proxy. As the different first level idps might use different protocols, this 
simplifies the authentication procedure for the SP considerably.
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3.4.2 Use cases
Use case G2c.l: Proxied identity federation with globally unique identi
fier Tax administration offers a service for ordering tax card online. When 
user arrives to service, he/she is redirected to an IDP proxy for authentica
tion. The service needs to know the user's PIN and name

The proxy IDP itself does not have the capability for authenticating users, 
but instead offers user a choice of other federated identity providers, in
cluding online banks and national certificate service. These services send 
the user's identity information in different formats and protocols. The at
tribute names might for example be different. The IDP converts the identity 
information from these different federated identity providers to the format 
expected by SP.

Use case G2C.2: Proxied identity federation with persistent pseudonym
Portal.gov offers various services to citizens, which require the users to reg
ister and authenticate using strong authentication, but none of the services 
needs to know the users' PIN. Also some of the users of the SP are immi
grants and foreign visitors who don't even have a pin. Therefore the ser
vice prefers to use persistent pseudonyms for identity federation. This way 
it can accomplish strong authentication while protecting the privacy of the 
users and allowing the use of authentication methods that don't provide the 
users' PIN. For example the, TUPAS protocol supports authentication of for
eign users who have a Finnish bank account, but don't have a PIN. [TUPAS]

3.5 Evaluation criteria
In order to evaluate the implementation of these use cases in uas we need 
objective criteria based on the needs of the stakeholders. The needs of the 
two key stakeholders, the user and the SP, differ from scenario to another, 
but some issues like the ease of use and simplicity of configuration are uni
versal requirements in all scenarios.

The evaluation criteria are divided in two groups: the needs of the user 
and the needs of the SP.

3.5.1 User criteria
Each of the presented scenarios have slightly different user requirements. 
In the b2e use case, a user just wants a simple and effortless SSO experience, 
where he is ideally not even aware of an identity federation taking place. 
On the other hand, in the B2c use cases the user privacy is more important
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and account federation needs explicit user consent. Therefore the first and 
most important evaluation criteria is based on the scenario specific use case 
descriptions:

Does the implementation fulfill the user requirements stated in the sce
nario and use case descriptions? An implementation that does not fulfill 
the stated user requirements will be inadequate for the purpose and in that 
case the evaluated UAS version can not or should not be used in this sce
nario.

Is the implementation easy and usable for the user? How many dialogs 
is the user showed during the authentication procedure? How difficult 
questions is the user faced with? Is the user required to understand how 
the federation process works? Can the user make a mistake during the fed
eration? Can the federation end up in a dead end due to user mistake?

3.5.2 SP criteria
As with the user criteria, we will start with the scenario specific require
ments. Beyond those basic requirements, the SP would prefer to do as little 
configuration management and setup as possible. These issues form the 
basis of the second part of SP criteria below.

Does the implementation fulfill the SP requirements stated in scenario 
and use case descriptions? An implementation that does not fulfill the 
stated SP requirements will be inadequate for the purpose and in that case 
the evaluated UAS version can not or should not be used in this scenario.

Is the implementation easy and scalable for the SP? Does the attribute 
namespace and user account information that the SP receive from the IDP 
remain the same regardless of the authentication method used? Does the 
attribute namespace stay the same regardless of the identity domain from 
which the user originally is federated? Are the network setup and the net
works from which users can connect the SP somehow limited by the imple
mentation? When a new IDP is added to to federation network, do all the 
SPs in the identity domain need to be configured individually to trust the 
new IDP or can some of the configuration work be automated or offloaded 
to the local IDP at that identity domain?
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3.5.3 Evaluation methodology
Some of the evaluation criteria are rather subjective questions, like the ease 
of use for the user. Ideally the implementation could be tested in a usabil
ity laboratory and the SP criteria could be evaluated by collecting feedback 
from clients. However, in the scope of this thesis we don't have the re
sources to do such an objective evaluation. In chapter 5, we will evaluate 
the implementation of the use cases based on our analysis in that chapter 
and chapter 4, using these criteria as guidelines on which issues to focus 
on. Although not purely objective and measurable in absolute numbers, 
we think that the evaluation will be illustrative of the general strengths and 
weaknesses of the implementation.



Chapter 4

Handling identity management 
scenarios in UAS

In this chapter we answer the first two research questions "Analyze how 
UAS can handle the use cases presented in each of the given scenarios" and 
"Recommend how UAS could handle the use cases better" based on our 
analysis of UAS version 4.1. We go through all the scenarios and on each use 
case we present how the information transfer and federation were handled 
by the UAS version analyzed. For some use cases, this previous UAS version 
was found inadequate. Recommended changes are given at the end of each 
scenario, thus answering the second research question of how the system 
could be improved.

4.1 Business-to-employee use cases
4.1.1 Introduction
b2e use cases were introduced in chapter 3.1 and they are characterized by 
the fact that user identities stay inside the same identity domain and the SP 
only needs to know the ldap username of the employee.

4.1.2 Use case b2e.1
In use case b2e.1 Retailer.ine offers a web based application to its employees, 
so that the service may be used from intranet, with the single sign-on session 
of the operating system. This use case can be accomplished with UAS using 
SAML authentication request protocol where Windows domain login session 
is used for authenticating the user and then passing this LDAP username in 
assertion to the SP.

Figure 4.1 depicts the message flow during authentication:

23
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Browser SE UAS

T1. GET target resource i
li

2. Redirect to UAS with SAML AuthnRequest
<-

3. GET SAML AuthnRequest

4. User is authenticated 
using Windows domain 
sign-on

5. POST to SP with SAML Response

6. POST SAML Response
►

7. Redirect to target resource
<-

8. GET target resource
►

i

Figure 4.1: b2e authentication use case.

1. User request a resource at the SP that requires user authentication

2. The SP redirects the user to the UAS with a SAML authentication re
quest

3. Browser forwards the authentication request to UAS

4. UAS validates the authentication request, and if user does not al
ready have a SSO session, authenticates the user using integrated Win
dows authentication, based on kerberos single sign-on as described in 
[Windows-SSO], This makes the authentication automatic and invisi
ble to the user.

5. UAS finds the user account from local LDAP directory creating a direc
tory identity as described in [Kä08, Chapter 5.3.3] and sends the ldap 
directory name of the user to the SP in a SAML response message. Also 
UAS can send attributes and LDAP group information about the user if 
needed.

6. Browser sends the SAML response to the SP. User can access the re
source.
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An example Extensible Markup Language (XML) listing of the SAML re
sponse sent by the UAS can be seen in listing 1 in appendix 6.2. Listing 4.1 
shows the subject element from that full saml response. Note that the uas 
uses name id format ,,X509SubjectName" in the "Nameld" element, when 
the user account can be found from a local LDAP directory. The attribute 
"NameQualifier" is used to specify the user directory. This information can 
be used by the SP to find the same user account from the local user directory 
if needed.

Listing 4.1: A partial xml listing for b2e scenario. Note that the name format 
is of type //X509SubjectName" and the name qualifier specifies an ldap uri 
of the directory from which the user is found.
-----cut-------

<saml: Subject>
<saml: NameID Format="urn : oasis : names :tc: SAML : 1.1 : 

nameid-format :X50 9SubjectName" NameQualifier=" 
ldap://retailer.ine/dc=directory,dc=retailer, dc= 
inc">cn=jdoe,ou=users,dc=directory,dc=retailer, dc 
=inc</saml:NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmâtion Method="urn : oasis : names :tc 
: SAML : 2.0 : cm : bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z"
Recipient="https ://retailer.inc/internal/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml : SubjectConfirmation>
</saml: Subject>

-----cut-------

4.1.3 Use case B2E.2
In this use case employees of Retailer.ine can use the same service as in use 
case b2e.1 also from an internet terminal outside of the corporate network, 
this time strong authentication is required. As in the previous use case the 
ldap user account name of the employee is sent to the SP, thus making 
it irrelevant to the SP whether user authenticated using operating system's 
single sign-on from intranet or strong authentication from public internet.

The login sequence is the same as in Figure 4.1, except for step 4, where 
User is authenticated. UAS supports a number of strong authentication 
methods that can be used to authenticate users from an ldap directory.
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These include such as ETSI MSS [etsi-mss] and One-Time Password (OTP) 
authentication. Depending on the authentication method that is used, either 
the authentication method is authorized to assert users in the specified ldap 
directory [Kä08, Chapter 5.3.3], or the user account is searched from LDAP 
directory based on identity attributes using account mapping as described 
in [Kä08, Chapter 6.3.1]. Both of these methods for finding the user from 
ldap directory will result in the same directory user identity as in use case 
b2e.1.

4.1.4 Handling of business-to-employee use cases
Both use cases of this scenario were handled well by the analyzed UAS ver
sion and no development needs were identified.

4.2 Business-to-business use cases
4.2.1 Introduction
b2b use case was introduced in chapter 3.2 and in this use case the SP is 
interested in the company the user is coming from and role the user has 
there.

4.2.2 Direct federation versus central identity provider proxy
In b2b use cases users from different partners' identity domains can use 
the SPs at Importer.inc. These SPs can all be configured to directly trust 
and accept assertions from various different idps. We call this model direct 
federation. This model is seen in figure 4.2.

The UAS version analyzed also supported another model where instead 
of each SP communicating with partner I DPs directly, the SPs at Importer.inc 
only communicate with the Importer.inc's IDP and that local IDP handles all 
federations with partners. See figure 4.3. We call this model central iden
tity provider proxy. Linden has analyzed the need for these two models 
also in federations between identity domains, calling them decentralized 
and centralized technical setups of federation. He separates this technical 
setup from the contractual setup of the federation [Lin09, Chapter 5.3.2 and 
Figure 17], which confirms our analysis that these models are contractually 
interchangeable and choice between them should be done based on techni
cal and lower level operational decisions. These two models are compared 
and analyzed further below.
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Direct federation

Direct federation model is presented in figure 4.2. The figure shows identity 
information transfer for a user who has role "sales" in different services at 
Importer.inc. If we look at SP A in the figure we see that the local idp sends 
roles in local namespace and SP A gets the role name "sales". However idp 
A sends a slightly different name for the role "Sales Manager", which SP A 
needs to map to the role "sales". This means that SP A needs to do an IDP 
specific role name mapping for each IDP it accepts assertions from.

Identity information sent by IDP В has again slightly different name for 
the role, but also the assertion includes an additional role "admin". How
ever, this role could possibly be a role that SP A would allow only Im
porter.inc's local administrators to use. This brings up another idp specific 
rule: role filtering.

Overall each SP needs mapping and filtering rules for each partner IDP. 
When the number of SPs at Importer.inc identity domain is denominated by 
n and the number of idps by m the number of federation role mapping and 
filtering rulesets to keep up becomes n ■ m.

Compared to identity provider proxying, which is presented next, this 
high decentralization has an advantage in availability and performance, be
cause there are no single points of failure or bottlenecks.

Central identity provider proxy

Central identity provider proxy model is shown in figure 4.3. As in the 
previous example this figure shows the identity information transfer for a 
user who has the role "sales" in different services at Importer.inc. Instead of 
each SP communicating directly with each IDP, the SP only communicates 
with Importer.inc's local IDP and authentication requests and responses are 
proxied through it. Now the role mapping and filtering can be done at the 
Importer.inc's IDP.

In this model the Importer.inc's IDP needs to have mapping and filtering 
rules for each partner IDP and then another set of rules for configuring what 
roles to send to each SP. When the number of SPs is denominated by n 
and the number of idps by m the number of federation role mapping and 
filtering rulesets to keep up becomes и + m.

This centralized approach has the disadvantage that it creates a single 
point of failure that could compromise all services at Importer.inc's extranet. 
Also if the usage loads become very high, the local idp might become a 
performance bottleneck.
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Importer.inc’s identity domain

Name:...
PartnerRole: Sales Manager

SPB
Partner A IDPName: .. 

Roles: Sales-----

Name: ..
PartnerRoles: Admin

Importer.inc IDF
Name:.. 

Roles: Sale

/
Name:..

PartnerRole: Sales Manager

Name: ..
PartnerRoles: Admin

SPA J Partner В IDP

Figure 4.2: b2b authentication use case with direct federation, where each 
SP trusts all IDPS directly. Arrows present an example of identity informa
tion transfer for a user that has role "sales" in both SPs. Note that each IDP 
sends the roles with slightly different names and also that idp В sends an 
additional role "admin".

Model Advantages Disadvantages
Direct Federation better availability 

through decentral
ization

complexity n ■ m

Central IDP proxy lower complexity n + Centralization leads to 
single point of failure 
and a possible bottle
neck

m

Table 4.1: Advantages and disadvantages of direct federation and identity 
provider proxying
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Importer.inc’s identity domain

SPB Name: .. 
Roles: Sales-----

Fariner A IDP

Name:...
PartnerRole: Sales Manager

Importer.inc IDF
Name:.. 

Roles: Sale Name:..
PartnerRoles: Admin/

SPA Partner В IDP

Figure 4.3: The central identity provider proxy model model of handling the 
b2b authentication use case. Instead of each SP trusting each IDP directly, all 
SPs only trust the local IDP which will forward authentication requests to 
partner iDPs as needed. In this model local IDP can make role name map
ping and filtering for SPs.
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Conclusion

Whether to use direct federations between SPs and idps or to use a central 
identity provider proxy comes down to weighing the advantages and dis
advantages of both models in the scenario at hand. Especially when the 
number of SPs and idps becomes larger, the additional work in adding and 
removing idps and SPs increases in the direct federation model, but remains 
constant in the proxy model.

As the local IDP already might be needed to access and manage the ser
vices locally, it already is such a critical part of the local infrastructure, that 
whether the partners can or can not access the services while it is down in 
our opinion should not be a major factor in deciding the federation mode 
used. The performance bottleneck might be a problem in some high traffic 
services, but this has to be decided case by case. UAS supports clustering 
which can help to improve throughput and availability. Performance test
ing is left out of scope for this analysis.

Despite the possible performance shortcomings, the identity provider 
proxy model was chosen for analysis because it is less complex to manage 
and easier to add federation links.

4.2.3 Use case B2B.1
In use case b2b.1 Importer.inc offers a web application to its corporate cus
tomers, so that the services the user can access are based on the company 
the user is coming from and the role the user has there. This use case has 
an additional goal of keeping the list of trusted partner idps confidential, if 
possible.

We could see UAS in two different roles here. First UAS can handle the 
role of the local IDP through which all federations are proxied and second 
UAS can be in role of a partner IDP. The role of partner IDP is not essentially 
different from the role local idp in b2e use cases (see previous chapter.) To 
partner idp the Importer.inc's IDP looks like any other SP. The fact that it is 
in another identity domain does not matter from its point of view. The only 
additional requirement to those from use cases B2E.1 and b2e.2 is that the 
IDP has to send user roles with authentication. Käpynen has covered this in 
[Kä08, Chapter jotain], documenting the implementation of these features. 
Therefore we will focus our analysis on the role of local central idp proxy.

Figure 4.4 depicts the message flow during authentication:

1. User request a resource at the SP that requires user authentication

2. The SP redirects the user to the UAS with a SAML authentication re
quest
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Figure 4.4: b2b solicited authentication use case.
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3. Browser forwards the authentication request to uas

4. UAS validates the authentication request, and if the user does not al
ready have a SSO session, has to forward the user to a partner idp for 
authentication. The problem here is how UAS is going to choose the 
correct partner IDP. One possibility is to show a list of all partner IDPs, 
but this would violate the confidentiality requirements in the use case 
description. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.2.4.

5. UAS redirect the user to the partner idp with a new SAML authentica
tion request.

6. Browser forwards the authentication request to the partner IDP.

7. The partner IDP verifies the authentication request and authenticates 
the user.

8. The partner IDP creates a saml response message for UAS and includes 
the user's username and roles to the assertion.

9. Browser sends the SAML response to the UAS.

10. UAS validates the SAML response and, if needed, does role name map
ping and filtering to convert the roles to the local namespace.

11. uas creates a response for the SP.

12. Browser sends the SAML response to the SP. User can access the re
source.

Overall, the authentication procedure works as described in the use case, 
except for choosing the partner IDP in step 4. This can be problematic, espe
cially if the list of trusted partner IDPS is confidential. This is discussed in 
more detail in next chapter.

4.2.4 Choosing correct federation partner
The message flow during b2b authentication is shown in figure 4.4. In step 
4 the UAS has to decide which partner IDP it is going to send the user to. If 
there is only one possible partner idp or if the SP can tell in the authentica
tion request which IDP to use, then user can be forwarded automatically. If 
there are more than one partner I DPs, the UAS has a number choices it could
do:

1. Show user a list of trusted federation partners to choose from
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2. Force partner organizations' users to login using unsolicited federa
tion.

3. Use OpenID-like model where user types in an Uniform Resource 
Locator (URL) of their IDP.

4. Try to somehow deduce from iP-address, user cookies or other meth
ods what the user's idp could be.

The first option of showing a list of partner iDPs obviously works always, 
but has no confidentiality. The second option of using so called unsolicited 
federation is described later in chapter 4.2.5. Unsolicited federation how
ever has the disadvantage of forcing users to start the authentication proce
dure themselves, before entering the service at SP. This can be a usability 
problem, as the users can not for example bookmark pages at service and 
then return there later, unless they remember to first start the unsolicited 
authentication before following the bookmark.

The third option is using a model similar to what OpenID does. OpenID 
solves the discovery problem by asking the user to write an URL that reveals 
the user's IDP [OpenID], This model solves the privacy problem by keeping 
the list of trusted providers hidden, but it has been criticized because of its 
inherent vulnerability to phishing attacks [Hod07],

The fourth and last option is that of trying to automatically deduce what 
the user's IDP is. There are a number of different methods for this. OASIS has 
defined Common Domain Cookie (cdc) as cookie based method of remem
bering users' previously used IDP [SAML-profiles]. This method works if all 
the IDPs support CDC and the user has not cleared cookies from his browser 
since the last authentication to local IDP. This method will not work every 
time. If the user clears the cookies, or uses a new browser and has not au
thenticated to local idp before trying to use service, the cookie will not be 
set and UAS will have to use some other method to find the correct IDP.

Another method of choosing the federation partner is based on users IP- 
address. This works if the partners' have a well known and limited number 
of iP-addresses that the users are coming from. However, if the users are 
connecting the service from outside their company network, this method 
will not work.

There might also be other heuristic methods that are not mentioned 
above and it is possible to use a combination of these methods as well. As 
it seems that there is no single solution that would work for every scenario, 
the local IDP should support configuring and customizing this step.

Of course this problem will not arise if there is only one possible partner 
IDP or if the SP is able to request the correct partner IDP from UAS. This
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could be achieved for example if the SP has a different URL path for each 
trusted partner idp. This is not possible in all situations however.

Of these methods the analyzed UAS version supported listing all or a 
subset of partner idps in a list user can choose from, unsolicited authen
tication, and automatically choosing the IDP based on client's IP-address. 
These can handle many federation scenarios quite well, but clearly not all 
and adding new methods of choosing the IDP could not be easily done as 
customer specific customization, as this is part of the core of the UAS.

OASIS has defined also another protocol for choosing the IDP called 
Discovery Profile, where the IDP instead of choosing the federation part
ner redirects the user to a discovery service with a discovery request 
[SAML-discovery]. The discovery service will choose the partner IDP and 
send the user back to the IDP with the chosen partner in response. This of 
course does not solve the problem of choosing the correct partner IDP, but 
merely delegates it to discovery service. However, this allows making the 
possible customizations that are needed only to the discovery service and 
leave the idp uncustomized.

4.2.5 Use case b2b.1 with unsolicited federation
Use case B2B.1 can also be configured to use unsolicited federation. Un
solicited federation is defined in SAML specification as a authentication re
sponse message that is sent unsolicited, that is without a request from the re
ceiver of the response [SAML-profiles, Chapter 4.1.5]. With unsolicited fed
eration, the problem of choosing the correct partner IDP at the Importer.inc's 
services is avoided.

Figure 4.5 depicts the message flow during unsolicited authentication:

1. User launches the unsolicited authentication from his local idp, speci
fying the the Importer.inc's service that he wants to access

2. The partner IDP authenticates the user

3. The partner idp creates an unsolicited saml response message for UAS 
and includes the user's username and roles in the assertion. Also, 
included is the URL of the Importer.inc's service the user want's to 
access.

4. Browser sends the unsolicited SAML response to the uas.

5. uas validates the saml response and, if needed, does role name map
ping and filtering to convert the roles to local namespace. Also, UAS 
checks that the service where user should be redirected is trusted local 
service.
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7. POST Unsolicited SAML Response

Figure 4.5: b2b unsolicited authentication use case.

6. UAS creates a response for the SP.

7. Browser sends the SAML response to the SP. User can access the re
source.

Besides avoiding the problem of choosing the correct federation part
ner, unsolicited federation has also the advantage of having fewer redirects. 
Normal solicited federation in figure 4.4 needs 14 steps to finish the authen
tication and might need even more in step 4 where the user might have to 
be redirected to some external service to choose the correct idp. In contrast 
the unsolicited federation in figure 4.5 only needs 9 steps, of which only the 
authentication in step 2 might require user interaction.

Nevertheless unsolicited federation has a number of problems. First the 
user must choose to start the unsolicited federation process from their local 
IDP or portal. If the user tries to access the target service directly without an 
existing session, the authentication either has to fallback to normal solicited 
model or fail. Other problem is that there is no standard way of specifying 
what is the target URL that the user want to access. The SAML specification 
only defines a free text relay state field that can be sent along the saml re
sponse. The UAS version analyzed supported passing a target URL in the 
relay state field, but it is unknown if this non-standard functionality is sup
ported among other IDP technology providers.

4.2.6 Handling of business-to-business use case
The analyzed UAS version handled the use case well, except for the prob
lems with the protecting privacy of partner organizations. Analysis in chap-
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ter 4.2.4 suggests a number of solutions, but none of them seems be a catch 
all solution for all b2b scenarios.

The analysis mostly focused on the role of uas as a local IDP proxy, but in 
the role of partner IDP, choosing the federation partner with UAS would be 
smoother in some cases if it had supported common domain cookies. As for 
the role of IDP proxy, we suggested implementing support for IDP discov
ery profile, so that UAS could send the user to an external discovery service 
to choose to the correct federation partner. This would allow possible cus
tomer specific customizations or existing 3rd party discovery services to be 
used without changes to the core UAS authentication process.

4.3 Business-to-consumer use cases
4.3.1 Introduction
The b2c use cases in chapter 3.3 concentrate on protecting the customers' 
privacy with the help of opaque pseudonyms. Use cases B2C.1 and B2C.2 
use SP specific persistent pseudonyms, which stay the same across different 
SSO sessions, whereas use case B2C.3 uses transient pseudonym which is 
different for each SP and each session.

4.3.2 Handling of business-to-consumer use cases
UAS version 4.1 did not support either kind of pseudonyms and therefore 
none of the use cases in this scenario could be completed in a satisfactory 
manner. The first and third use cases could be completed without the use 
of pseudonyms, using a normal authentication procedure with for example 
LDAP distinguished name instead of an pseudonym in assertion as in b2e 
use cases, but this leaves users' privacy completely unprotected.

In order to support the use cases of this scenario, we planned adding 
support for creating SP specific persistent pseudonyms and session specific 
transient pseudonyms for each user.

To complete the use case B2C.2 uas also needed to add support for re
moving the persistent pseudonym. The SAML technical overview presents a 
use case describing this procedure, using SAML name id management pro
tocol termination message [SAML-tech-overview, Chapter 5.4.5]. As the an
alyzed UAS version did not support this protocol, support for that would 
have to implemented as well.

Besides the missing features mentioned above, the use cases did not have 
any other new requirements that the previous UAS version could not handle.
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Overall the message flow in use cases B2C.1 and B2C.3 is similar to that in 
use case b2e.1 in figure 4.1.

4.4 Government-to-Citizen use cases
4.4.1 Introduction
In g2c scenario, described in chapter 3.4, the IDP acts as an proxy between 
the SPs and different first level IDPs offering user authentication. The infor
mation sent to the SP should remain the same, or in other words, to use the 
same attribute namespace, regardless of the authentication service used.

4.4.2 Use case G2C.1
In the first use case users of the SP are authenticated using different banks 
and national certificate service, but regardless of the actual authentication 
service used, the central IDP proxy should send the user's pin and name in 
attributes with the same names.

The message flow during authentication is similar to the b2b proxied 
authentication flow in figure 4.4, except that steps 5-9, where the IDP proxy 
communicates with the first level IDP, might use some other protocol than 
SAML. For example in Finland the banks that act as first level idps use a 
proprietary tupas protocol [tupas]. Besides the need to support additional 
protocols, this use case does not bring any new requirements compared to 
use case b2b.1. Attribute mapping and filtering were already covered by 
that use case. UAS supports the protocols used by Finnish banks and na
tional certificate service and it is used in this role as an idp proxy in tunnis
tus.fi, the g2c IDP with the highest traffic in Finland.

An example the saml response sent by the uas can be seen in listing 3 
in appendix 6.2. This example is from testi.tunnistus.fi, where UAS is used 
an authentication proxy as specified by this use case. Listing 4.2 shows a 
snippet from that full SAML response. Note that the UAS uses name id for
mat "unspecified"' in the "Nameld" element, when the user account is not 
found from an ldap directory. The SP should use the attributes "name.ref" 
and "tfi.custname" to find the user's name and "id.ref" and "tfi.CUSTID" 
to find the user's PIN.

Listing 4.2: A partial XML listing for g2c scenario. Note that the name for
mat is of type "unspecified" and attributes contain user's name and PIN.
— cut —

<saml: Subject>
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<samlîNamelD Format="urn : oasis : names :tc: SAML : 1.1 : 
nameid-formatrunspecified">012345-678D</saml : 
NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmâtion Method="urn : oasis : names :tc 
: SAML : 2.0 :cm:bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z"
Reeipient = "https ://example.com/portal/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml : SubjectConfirmation>
</saml: Subject> 
cut —
<saml:Attribute Name="tfi.CUSTID">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2 0 01/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs: string 
">012345-678D</saml :AttributeValue>

</saml :Attribute>
<saml:Attribute Name="id.ref">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs:string"> 
tfi.CUSTID</saml:AttributeValue>

</saml:Attribute>
<saml:Attribute Name="tfi.version">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs: string"> 
katso-1.1</saml :AttributeValue>

</saml:Attribute>
<saml:Attribute Name="name.ref">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs:string"> 
tfi.CUSTNAME</saml :AttributeValue>

</saml :Attribute>
<saml: Attribute Name="tfi.custname">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs:string">
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John Doe</saml :AttributeValue> 
</saml :Attribute> 
cut---

4.4.3 Use case G2C.2
In the second use case the users need to be identified using a persistent 
pseudonym instead of PIN. As noted in section 4.3, the analyzed UAS ver
sion did not support pseudonyms and this use case could not be completed.

4.4.4 Handling of govemment-to-citizen use cases
The first use case was handled well, but the second use case was lacking 
support for SP specific persistent pseudonyms. This requirement already 
came up in b2c use cases and implementing the support for them also will 
fulfill the needs of this scenario.



Chapter 5

Implementation of new features

In chapter 4 we analyzed how UAS version 4.1 handled the federation sce
narios from chapter 3. In all scenarios except for b2e scenario we found 
some deficiencies in the way UAS handled them and for each some changes 
were suggested. Most of the changes were implemented to version 5 of 
UAS. This chapter answers the last research question "analyze how the im
plemented changes work in next version of UAS". We will go through all the 
scenarios where problems were identified and their use cases documenting 
and analyzing the how the use cases are supported now.

5.1 Business-to-Employee scenario
5.1.1 Introduction
As described in chapter 4.1.4, the previous UAS version already handled this 
use case in full accordance with the requirements of the scenario.

5.1.2 Evaluation of implementation
In this section we evaluate the implementation of this scenario from chapter 
4.1 according to the criteria from chapter 3.5.

User's requirements The user's requirements in the b2e use cases were 
that the user can access the services preferably with the SSO session of the 
operating system. There were no privacy or user consent requirements. The 
scenario specific user requirements are therefore fulfilled.

The implementation is easy for the user, as the user is not shown a single 
dialog when in intranet as UAS uses the operating system SSO session to 
sing the user in automatically. When singing in from a remote terminal over

40
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the internet, the user is prompted for his authentication credentials, but no 
further dialogs are shown and the only mistakes the user can possibly do, 
are typing in wrong authentication credentials, such as the wrong one time 
password. As the authentication interface is offered by the local UAS it can 
instruct the user as needed.

SP's requirements In the scenario requirements, the SP wanted the user 
information in same format regardless of whether the user came from local 
intranet or from a remote terminal over the internet. This requirement is 
met by the implementation, as the UAS can be configured to send the user's 
local LDAP account name in both use cases.

The SP does not need to be aware of changes in authentication methods 
as the identity profile is not dependent on them. As this scenario is lim
ited to use within one identity domain, the SP does not need to handle the 
addition of new idps.

Conclusion of evaluation The previous as well as the current UAS version 
handle the requirements of both stakeholders well.

5.2 Business-to-Business scenario
This scenario was handled quite well by the previous UAS version and anal
ysis in chapter 4.2 only found possible improvements in the idp discovery. 
We suggested implementing support for Common Domain Cookie (CDC) to 
improve the user experience in federation networks that support it and also 
Discovery Profile to make it possible to move the step of idp choice away 
from the UAS and to an external discovery service.

CDC support was implemented to UAS. This allows better user experi
ence in federation networks that support cdc, but does not alone help to 
increase the confidentiality of the system, as the CDC can not be trusted as 
the only method of choosing the user's idp.

However, we did not implement support for Discovery Profile to UAS 
version 5. In those cases where the list of trusted partner idps has to be kept 
confidential, it is possible to use unsolicited federation, which is already 
supported. As noted in chapter 4.2.5, this approach is not without prob
lems, but it does get the job done in most scenarios. Also as noted earlier, 
the Discovery Profile does not really solve the problem as much as it just 
delegates the problem to another service.

In the end, our analysis of previous UAS version and its handling of b2b 
use cases in chapter 4.2.5 is still relevant for version 5 of UAS, as adding sup
port for CDC, did not essentially change how these use cases are supported.
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5.2.1 Evaluation of implementation
In this section we evaluate the implementation of this scenario from chapter 
4.2 according to the criteria from chapter 3.5.

User's requirements Beyond the requirement that the user can sign in to 
the partner SP using his local IDP, there were really no user requirements 
specific to the b2b scenario, as the user is presenting his company instead of 
himself. The basic requirements are therefore met, but the story gets more 
complicated with the ease of use.

As described above, choosing the correct federation partner can be prob
lematic. One choice was to show the user a list of federation partner idps. 
This is not a particularly difficult choice as we can reasonably expect that the 
user knows which company he works for, but showing the list of federation 
partners was against the privacy requirements of the SP in this scenario.

Another option that keeps the list of partner idps secret, is using the 
user's ip address to determine the correct IDP. This option is very easy for 
the user, as he is not prompted at all when making the choice, but this is 
against the SP requirement of ease and flexibility of network setup, as this 
sets limitations on from which networks the user may login.

Last option is that of unsolicited federation, which fulfils all of the SPs 
requirements, but is against the requirements of the user, as now the user 
may end up in a dead end, when trying to access the SP directly, instead of 
logging in through his local IDP.

SP's requirements The SPs requirements were to get the user's roles, orga
nization and some kind of a user specific unique id, while keeping the list 
of trusted partner idps secret. The other requirements were met, but the last 
one is met conditionally as described above in user's requirements.

While the choice of correct federation partner causes it's own problems, 
the other aspects of the implementation are quite easy for the SP. The con
figuration of new federation partners can be done centrally at the local idp, 
which can also handle role filtering and mapping.

Conclusion of evaluation The use case is fairly straight forward to im
plement with the current uas version, except when the federation partners 
need to be kept secret. There are many different ways of accomplishing that 
and they all fail some of the evaluation criteria. So fundamentally it comes 
down to weighing the advantages and disadvantages of each implementa
tion strategy based on the specific requirements of the stakeholders.
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5.3 Business-to-Consumer scenario
The b2c scenario and three relevant use cases were analyzed in chapter 4.3, 
noting that the support for pseudonyms and protocols for managing them 
were missing from the analyzed version 4.1 of DAS. The pseudonym sup
port was thereafter implemented with the goal of also passing interoperabil
ity certification of Liberty Alliance. Liberty Alliances certification process is 
described in chapter 2.3.

The test case A in Liberty Alliance's test criteria [Liberty-Interop] in
cludes test steps for both pseudonym creation and termination, thus cov
ering the functionality for use cases B2C.1 and B2C.2. Test case G includes 
transient pseudonym handling and therefore describes how to implement 
use case B2C.3. However, these test cases also include many other new func
tionalities that the b2c scenario in chapter 3.3 does not require. For example 
test case A from Liberty test criteria document also includes name identi
fier management steps where the persistent pseudonym is changed. These 
functionalities were also implemented to UAS 5 to pass the certification, but 
are not documented here as they are not necessary to complete the use cases 
from chapter 3.3.

In b2c use cases DAS can be in two different roles. First, UAS can be 
the originating IDP for pseudonyms. This means that UAS has to be able 
to create temporary transient pseudonyms and persistent pseudonyms for 
each user and SP pair and to support termination requests for persistent 
pseudonyms. How UAS handles this role is analyzed in chapter 5.3.1.

Second possible role is that of an central IDP proxy (see chapter 4.2.2). 
To handle this role, a new tool called Federation Manager was created to 
supplement the functionality of UAS. This setup is analyzed in chapter 5.3.2.

5.3.1 UAS as an originating IDP
Use case B2C.1 requires that the SP can request for a persistent pseudonym 
as user identifier from the IDP and that on subsequent authentications the 
persistent pseudonym for that user stays the same. Use case B2C.2 extends 
this by requiring support for federation termination requests, so that SP can 
request the IDP not to send the same persistent pseudonym again for that 
user.

To handle the role of IDP, UAS needed support for pseudonym creation 
and termination. To enable configuring pseudonyms into use and to store 
them the data model of Ubilogin directory was extended to support defin
ing a name identifier format mapping table for each SP. Figure 5.1 shows 
the configuration model using syntax from Unified Modelling Language 
(UML) [uml]. Each SP has a name identifier mapping entry, that defines
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Persistent PseudonymService Provider Name Id Mapping ♦ -User Id 
-Pseudonym

-Name Id Format
1.Л 0..*

Figure 5.1: Name Identifier Mapping data model. Note that each SP has 
exactly one mapping attached to it by aggregation and each mapping may 
have a number of pseudonym entries that are exclusively attached to it by 
composition.

the used name identifier format. Supported format types include persistent 
pseudonyms, transient pseudonyms and Ubilogin internal formats. If the 
format is persistent, this mapping table has a list of user name and persis
tent pseudonym pairs. When a UAS creates a new authentication assertion 
for an SP that has been configured to use persistent name identifier format, 
it looks up if the authenticated user has an entry in this mapping table, and 
if not creates a new persistent pseudonym entry.

The saml specification allows the SP to request a certain name identifier 
format to be used in the response. In theory this would make it possible 
to implement dynamic name identifier formatting, where the IDP would 
support sending any type of identifier the SP requests for. However this 
would be problematic in regards of user privacy; if the SP can request for 
the user's clear text username at will, why to use pseudonyms in the first 
place? Therefore, at least some restrictions on supported name identifier 
formats for each SP are needed.

The name identifier mapping configuration in UAS is implemented as 
static and exclusive, meaning that it can only be changed by the UAS admin
istrator and one SP can have only one name identifier mapping configured 
to it at any given time. This means that if the SP requests a certain type of 
name identifier format, the UAS will compare it to the one configured for the 
SP and refuse the request if they do not match. Therefore, one SP will only 
ever get identifiers of one format. We considered this to be a reasonable re
striction. None of the use cases in b2c scenario, nor the test cases in Liberty 
Alliances test criteria require the same SP to be able to request for identi
fiers of different formats. If a service needs to be able to receive identifiers 
of two different formats, for example persistent and transient pseudonyms, 
this can be configured to UAS by configuring the same service as two differ
ent SP entries. This however requires that the service can be configured to 
act as two different SPs with different SAML entity identifiers.

Figure 5.1 also shows that any number of SPs can be connected to same 
name identifier mapping table. The SAML specification allows the cre
ation of affiliations, where a number of SPs will receive the same persistent
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pseudonym for the same user [sAML-core, Chapter 8.3.7]. In UAS this is con
figured by associating the same mapping table for two or more SPs, making 
this configuration also static and exclusive.

To enable transient pseudonyms for use case B2C.3 the administrator sets 
the name identifier format in mapping entry to "transient". In that case 
there are no user to pseudonym mapping entries saved to Ubilogin Direc
tory, as these identifiers are only used for one session.

Use case B2C.1

Browser SE UAS

1. Launch federation from UAS

2. Redirect to UAS with SAML AuthnRequest, allowCreate=true
<-

3. GET SAML AuthnRequest

4. User is authenticated

5. POST to SP with SAML Response
<-

6. POST SAML Response

i

Figure 5.2: B2c authentication use case.

As noted in the previous chapter, to use the persistent pseudonyms, 
the administrator has to configure the persistent name identifier format to 
Ubilogin Directory for that SP. Figure 5.2 shows the authentication sequence 
for use case b2c.1. The sequence is very much like the one in b2e use cases 
in figure 4.1. There are two noteworthy changes to authentication sequence. 
First in step 2, the SP has to define in authentication request whether the IDP 
is allowed to create a new persistent pseudonym for the user if one does not 
already exist. This "allowCreate" -attribute is defined in SAML core specifi
cation [SAML-core] and support for it is required in the Liberty certification 
program [Liberty-Interop, Test case А]. Secondly in step 5, UAS sends the 
user's persistent pseudonym back to SP, or if one does not already exist 
and SP allowed the creation of new one in step 2, creates a new persistent 
pseudonym and sends that back.

An example the SAML response sent by the UAS can be seen in listing 2 
in appendix 6.2. Listing 5.1 shows a snippet from that full SAML response.
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Note that the UAS uses name id format "persistent" in the "Nameld" ele
ment, when persistent pseudonyms are used.

Listing 5.1: A partial XML listing for g2c scenario. Note that the name for
mat is of type "persistent" and the value is a random string.
-----cut-------

<saml: Subject>
<saml: NameID Format = "urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 

nameid-format : persistent">
ijKlJAaKAPrSHbqlbcKWu7 Jkt cKY</sami : NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmâtion Method="urn: oasis : names :tc 
: SAML:2.0:cm:bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z"
Reeiplent="https ://importer.ine/service/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml : SubjectConfirmation>
</saml : Subject>

-----cut-------

Use case B2C.2

In use case b2b.2 the created persistent pseudonym is removed. SAML 
specification calls this terminating the federation and has specified name 
identifier management protocol for it [SAML-core]. The Liberty test criteria 
has several test cases where federation is terminated using this protocol. 
Broadly these tests fall into two categories: the front channel management 
messages [Liberty-Interop, for example Test case A] and back channel man
agement messages [Liberty-Interop, Test case В].

Figure 5.3 shows the message flow on front channel management re
quest. As in previous authentication examples, the messages are routed 
through user's browser using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) redirects 
or POSTs. In figure 5.4, we see back channel management message flow. 
Note that this message exchange is done directly from SP to IDP and user's 
browser is not involved. Either protocol could be used to terminate the per
sistent pseudonym, but as both were required by the Liberty Alliance's test 
cases, both were also implemented.

When UAS receives a termination request, it removes the relevant en
try from the mapping table (see figure 5.1) and sends a response message 
back to requester. When there is only one SP using the name identifier map-
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Browse SE UAS

1. Launch name id termination

2. Redirect to UAS with ManageNamelDRequest
<-

3. GET ManageNameldRequest

4. User's persistent 
pseudonym is terminated

5. POST to SP with Response
<-

6. POST Response

Figure 5.3: Front channel name identifier management request for 
pseudonym termination. The message flow is similar to that of front chan
nel authentication in for example figure 5.2.

ping this is a fairly straight forward matter, but as described earlier in chap
ter 5.3.1 there might be more than one SP in an affiliation that shares the 
same pseudonyms. The SAML specification does not mention what should 
be done when an IDP receives a name identifier management request from 
one affiliation member. The IDP could either simply remove the pseudonym 
and only respond back to the original requester or the IDP could inform all 
affiliation members by sending an equivalent name identifier management 
request to each other affiliation member. The specification does mention on 
logout requests, that these should be propagated to each SSO session mem
ber, so if we view an affiliation as kind of a "pseudonym session", it could be 
argued that the IDP should send the management message to each member.

However, comparing name identifier management to SSO session logout 
is problematic. In an active SSO session we can be fairly sure that all session 
member SPs are in fact active and reachable because the user has managed 
to login to them during the active session. When using front channel mes
saging knowing that all participants can be reached is very important, be
cause any SP that fails to handle the request will disrupt the message flow 
and user's browser will stay at the SP showing possibly an error message 
instead of being redirected to the next SP and continuing the process.

With name identifier management messages it is not nearly as likely 
that all affiliation member SPs are running and ready to handle requests. 
In an affiliation with 20 member SPs, if even one of them is undergoing 
maintenance or connectivity problems a front channel request would fail 
leaving the user's browser at the URL where the chain broke. This prob-
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lem can be avoided using back channel messaging. Back channel requests 
can fail without causing problems with the requests to other session mem
bers. On the other hand back channel requests will not work if the SP and 
IDP do not have direct connection or if one of them does not support SOAP 
requests [SOAP-partl, SOAP-part2]. The support for SOAP binding is not 
required for IDP-Hte and SP-lite certification in Liberty Alliances test cases 
[Liberty-Interop].

SE UAS

1. SOAP ManageNameldRequest

2. User's persistent 
pseudonym is terminated

3. SOAP Response
<-

Figure 5.4: Back channel name identifier management request for 
pseudonym termination. Note that the user's browser is not involved in 
message exchange.

Because back channel binding can not be always used and front chan
nel configuration does not allow propagating the message to all affiliation 
members due to the risk of possible disruptions in message flow, the name 
identifier management implementation in version 5 of UAS does not propa
gate any management requests to other affiliation members.

One way to think about affiliations is that because the SPs are sharing the 
same pseudonym they must be exchanging identity information already in 
back channel or maybe even using the same identity database. This implies 
that the affiliation members are responsible for sharing the management in
formation as they see fit and UAS indeed does not need to propagate the 
management requests. Whether this is reasonable restriction on name iden
tifier management handling remains to be seen as we get more experience 
with affiliation needs of real customers.

Use case B2C.3

Use case B2C.3 was simple authentication as seen in for example use 
case b2e with the exception that the assertion contains a new transient 
pseudonym for each authentication session. With the implementation of 
transient pseudonym support, the version 5 of UAS handles this use case
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as described in chapter 3. The authentication sequence follows the same 
pattern as in figure 4.1.

5.3.2 UAS as IDP proxy
We discussed the benefits and downsides of SPs directly communicating 
with all IDPs in chapter 4.2.2. If there is a large number of SPs in the same 
identity domain it can simplify the configuration management to use a local 
IDP proxy also in b2c use cases. There are two different subscenarios to this 
proxy model:

1. UAS works as a proxy without account linking capability. This means 
that UAS simply passes the pseudonyms as they are to the SP and it 
is the SP's responsibility to create account linkings and to provide au
thentication methods and user databases needed for linking accounts.

2. UAS will handle account linking and authenticates the users with local 
authentication methods as needed. This makes the federation invisible 
to the SPs and reduces the integration work.

UAS 5.0 works in the first model like the earlier version worked in b2b 
use cases as IDP proxy. This is described in chapter 4.2.3. However, this 
model leaves the account linking to the SPs, requiring a local user database 
and linking functionality for each SP.

The second option makes federation using pseudonyms considerably 
easier for the SPs. The account linking is done at the UAS level where the lo
cal user account are handled and the SP does not need a local user database. 
To support such a configuration a new UAS integrated tool was created 
called Federation Manager.

To partner IDPs Federation Manager is seen as the external interface of 
UAS and to local SPs it is completely invisible. But when examining how 
it works internally, it is somewhat more complicated. Federation Manager 
is configured to acts as two different SPs and as one IDP, as shown in fig
ure 5.5. First it acts as an SP towards the external partner IDP and then to 
link the user to a local account from the UAS it acts as an SP to request for 
authentication. Finally when the accounts are linked it acts as an IDP to UAS.

Figure 5.5 shows the message flow during federation:

1. Partner IDP sends the user to Federation Manager's external inter
face with an unsolicited saml response that includes a persistent 
pseudonym. Federation Manager then searches its database for that 
persistent pseudonym. If the pseudonym is found and the user is 
therefore already federated. Federation Manager goes to step four and
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CarRentaUnc's identity domain

SPPartner
IdP

Federation
Manager

IdP
SPAUAS

Figure 5.5: в2с authentication use case with federation manager.

sends an unsolicited response to UAS. If pseudonym is not found 
and user has not federated accounts yet Federation Manager sends an 
authentication request to UAS.

2. Because the user's pseudonym was not found in Federation Managers 
database, it sends a SAML authentication request to UAS to find a local 
account to which link the user's pseudonym.

3. UAS authenticates the user and sends back a response to Federation 
Manager. Federation Manager will save the identity information from 
the response and the original pseudonym to local database, so that 
next time the same user returns the account will be found automati
cally.

4. Federation Manager now acts as an IDP towards UAS sending an unso
licited saml response with the user's local identity information. The 
original pseudonym received in step 1 is not part of the information 
sent to UAS.

5. UAS will create a SSO session for the user and send an unsolicited saml 
response to the target service. SP will process the response and grant 
access to user with the local identity.

Federation manager does the account linking for the SPs so that their de
velopers don't have to think about linking pseudonyms to local accounts. 
The SP does not need to know that the user signed in with a federated 
authentication using a pseudonym instead of authenticating locally. Both 
cases look the same from its point of view.

However, federation Manager does have two significant restrictions. 
First, it only supports unsolicited authentication and the local SP can not
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request for authentication. The process has to always start from the partner 
IDP. Secondly, the analyzed version of Federation Manager does not sup
port name identifier management protocol, which was discussed in chapter 
5.3.1 above. The need for automatic account termination was not seen as 
absolutely necessary for most federation scenarios. This is also acknowl
edged by Liberty Alliance as their IDP-Iite and SP-lite certifications do not 
require support for name identifier management [Liberty-Interop]. System 
administrator can destroy the link between a pseudonym and user account 
by hand if needed.

Therefore with Federation Manager the use case B2C.1 can be handled in 
central IDP proxy role with account linking taken care of for the SPs, with the 
restriction that the federation process always has to start from the partner 
IDP. Because of the lack of support for name identifier management the use 
case B2C.2 could not be completed with the current version. If support for 
use case B2C.2 is required then instead of using Federation Manager the SPs 
need to communicate directly with the partner idp.

5.3.3 Evaluation of implementation
In this section we evaluate the implementation of this scenario according to 
the criteria from chapter 3.5.

User's requirements User's requirements in b2c scenario were to be able 
to link account from one identity domain to another, while keeping the 
amount of identity information that is transferred between the domains to 
the minimum. Also the user requires an option to delete the link between 
the accounts.

In this chapter above we have analyzed different ways of implementing 
the use cases in this scenario. These basic needs of the user are met in all 
of them, with the exception of account link deletion when using federation 
manager.

The usability is reasonably good, although some extra dialogs are 
needed compared to previous scenarios. When not using federation man
ager, the user may access the target SP directly and the choice of correct IDP 
should not be too difficult (assuming that we can expect the user to know in 
which partner services he has an account). The act of linking the accounts 
requires the user to authenticate to both identity domains, but after that the 
SSO works.

When the federation manager is used, the setup and management be
comes easier for the SP, but users are forced to use unsolicited federation 
and user initiated federation termination does not work. These can be major
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drawbacks on some situations, but as noted before, using federation man
ager is optional and all the user requirements of the scenario can be met 
without it.

SP's requirements The SP's basic requirements in this scenario are met by 
the current UAS version regardless whether the federation manager is used 
or not. But when it comes to configuration complexity there are significant 
differences.

When not using the Federation Manager, the SP must make the account 
linking and federation management by itself. This means keeping a local 
database of user pseudonyms and also providing the necessary user inter
faces and authentication methods for the federation. On the other hand 
when using Federation Manager, all these issues are taken care of by the 
UAS. But as noted above, that might interfere with the user requirements.

Conclusion of evaluation The basic requirements of both stakeholders 
can be met, but with varying levels of user or SP satisfaction in other re
quirements. As with the b2b scenario earlier, there are different ways of im
plementing the use cases in this scenario and they all have their strengths 
and drawbacks. Weighing the stakeholders requirements needs to be done 
case by case in order to choose the correct approach.

5.4 Government-to-Citizen
5.4.1 Introduction
In g2c scenario the lack of pseudonym support in UAS 4.1 made use case 
g2c.2 impossible to handle in satisfactory manner. UAS 5.0 now handles 
this use case as described in chapter 5.3.1 (see Figure 5.2). Therefore UAS 5.0 
now fully supports both use cases of this scenario.

5.4.2 Evaluation of implementation
In this section we evaluate the implementation of this scenario according to 
the criteria from chapter 3.5.

User's requirements The users in the g2c use cases don't have really sce
nario specific requirements except for the privacy requirements in use case 
G2C.2. As persistent pseudonyms are now fully supported, this require
ment is met. Usability of the implementation is also very good, as the user 
is only prompted to choose which bank he is a customer to or to choose to
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use the certificates if he has the required certificate card and reader. This 
should be an easy decision for the user and if he chooses the wrong bank he 
can still backtrack to same view and choose correct first level IDP.

SP's requirements The scenario specific requirements of the SP were to 
always get the user's identity attributes in same namespace regardless of 
the first level IDP the user chose and in the second use case to be able to 
use persistent pseudonyms to identify users. Both of these requirements are 
met by the new и as version.

The implementation is also easy to configure and scalable to the SP. As 
the central IDP proxy handles converting the identity attributes of new first 
level IDPs, adding new authentication services does not require any changes 
to the SP.

Conclusion of evaluation The previous UAS version did not handle the 
privacy requirements of use case G2C.2 but the new version fulfills all user 
and SP requirements well.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis we evaluated how Ubilogin Authentication Server (UAS) han
dled a number of key federation scenarios. We suggested a number of im
provements and based on those a new version on и as was implemented 
and evaluated again. At the end of this chapter we discuss possible future 
developments.

6.1 Results of this thesis
A number of federation scenarios and relevant background to them were 
introduced in Chapter 3. These scenarios and use cases based on them were 
used as an evaluation criteria for analyzing how Ubilogin Authentication 
Server (UAS) handles different stakeholder needs. In chapter 4, we ana
lyzed the previous UAS version, noting room for improvement in b2b, b2c 
and g2c scenarios. Also two different models for handling the external fed
eration links, direct federation and central idp proxy, were analyzed and as 
central proxy was found a useful model in many situations, use cases were 
also analyzed with UAS in this role.

In b2b scenario we found a possible problem in choosing the correct fed
eration partner and especially problematic was making that choice in an 
environment where the list on federation partners is confidential. Although 
unsolicited federation was introduced as a solution to confidentiality prob
lem, we suggested a more complete support for customization by imple
menting Common Domain Cookie (CDC) and Discovery Profile support. In 
both b2c and g2c use cases support for pseudonyms and their management 
was needed.

In chapter 5, we analyzed the latest version of UAS, where many of 
these improvements were implemented. Handling of b2b scenario had not 
changed, as only CDC had been implemented and the other one of the sug-
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gested improvements, the Discovery Profile, had been left out. Handling of 
pseudonyms in the new UAS version was discussed, also presenting some 
limitations on details that the SAML specification had left open. Analysis 
of UAS as the originating IDP found that both scenarios were handled well 
and all stakeholder requirements from the use cases were achieved. For the 
role of central idp proxy, a new tool called Federation Manager was intro
duced and found to be useful in simplifying handling of the B2c scenario 
for the SPs, although it could not handle the second use case of federation 
termination. The latest version of UAS was also taken to Liberty Alliances 
interoperability testing, where the handling of pseudonyms was tested and 
successfully passed.

6.2 Future development
The scenarios chosen for this analysis were limited in order to keep the size 
of this work manageable. However especially Government to Government 
(g2g) scenario would require further analysis now that Virtu project [VIRTU] 
is advancing in Finland and introducing its own SAML profile [Virtu-SAML].

Also the analysis on b2b scenario left non RBAC applications out of scope 
and did not include use cases with account mapping. Analysis on differ
ent account mapping and also account provisioning use cases would give a 
much more realistic picture of b2b use cases in real world legacy systems.

Further improvements to UAS are also needed. Support for Discovery 
Profile in UAS is also still lacking and work on Federation Manager could be 
extended by analyzing whether support for name identifier management 
and solicited authentication could and should be added to it.
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SAML listings

Listing 1: Full XML listing for b2e scenario. The SAML Response message 
from IDP to SP.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<samlp: Response xmlns:saml="urn: oasis : names : to : SAML

: 2.0 : assertion" xmlns:samlp="urn: oasis : names : to : SAML 
: 2.0 :protocol" Destinâtion="https ://retailer.ine/ 
internal/spsso/saml2/AssertionConsumerService" ID=" 
_4e2247b5e0a7929bb68901111b6b9699be3fb601" 
InResponseTo="
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7"
IssueInstant="2010-03-30110 : 05 : 39.595Z" Version 
= "2.0">

<saml: Issuer Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 :
nameid-format:entity">https://idp.retailer.inc/uas 
</saml :Issuer>

<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/0 9/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds : CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3 .

org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds: Reference URI="#

_4e2247b5e0a792 9bb 68901111b6b9699be3fb601">
<ds: Transíorms>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds: Transíorms>
<ds: DigestMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#shal"/>
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<ds:DigestValue>K8VwEzP9HVlFi7JNG5RIaLTyEF8=</ds: 
DigestValue>

</ds:Reference>
</ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>— cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

</ds :Signature>
<samlp:Status>
<samlp:StatusCode Value="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 

status : Success"/>
</samlp: Status>
<saml:Assertion ID="

_c3133a88f64 6f6d3aafIc22fb69fb88 9b3fe5a4e" 
IssueInstant = "2010-03-30T10: 05:39.595Z" Version 
= " 2.0 " >

<saml: Issuer Format = "urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 :
nameid-format:entity">https://idp.retailer.inc/uas 
</saml :Issuer>

<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3 

.org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds: Reference URI="#

_c3133a88f646f6d3aafIc22fb69fb889b3fe5a4e">
<ds: Transforms>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds: Transforms>
<ds: DigestMethod Algorithm^"http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#shal"/>
<ds:DigestValue>7SlmGifuZ+VTgBpFYY/g5dm60aE=</ds: 

DigestValue>
</ds:Reference>

</ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>— cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

</ds:Signature>
<saml: Subject>
<saml:NameID Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 1.1 :
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nameid-format:X509SubjeetName" NameQualifier=" 
ldap ://retailer.inc/dc=directory,dc=retailer, dc= 
inc">cn=jdoe,ou=users,dc=directory,dc=retailer,dc 
=inc</saml:NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmation Method="urn : oasis : names :tc 
: SAML : 2.0 : cm:bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z"
Recipient = "https ://retailer.ine/internal/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml: SubjectConfirmation>
</saml: Subject>
<saml: Conditions NotBefore="2010-03-30T10: 03 :11.237Z" 

NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:13:11.237Z">
<saml:AudienceRestriction>
<saml:Audience>urn:uuid:38acf336-abl0-3e5d-91e4-908 

f58c0a021</saml:Audience>
</saml :AudienceRestrietion>

</saml: Conditions>
<saml:AuthnStatement Authnlnstant="2010-03-30T10 

:05:39.564Z" SessionIndex=" 
_03b44fc722c2b86548085b36bc2c327c319de515" 
SessionNotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30Tll: 05 : 39.5 95Z"> 

<saml: SubjectLocality Address="195.197.205.34"/> 
<saml:AuthnContext>
<saml:AuthnContextDeclRef>https://idp.retailer.ine/ 

uas/saml2/names/ас/domain.authc/saml: 
AuthnContextDeclRef>

</saml :AuthnContext>
</saml :AuthnStatement>

</saml:Assertion>
</samlp:Response>

Listing 2: Full XML listing for B2c scenario. The SAML Response message 
from IDP to SP.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<samlp: Response xmlns:saml="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML

: 2.0 : assertion" xmlns:samlp="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML 
: 2.0 : protocol" Bestination="https ://importer.ine/ 
service/spsso/saml2/AssertionConsumerService" ID="
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_4e2247b5e0a7 92 9bb68 901111b6b9699be3fb601" 
InResponseTo="
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
IssueInstant = "2010-03-30T10: 05 : 39.595Z" Version 
= "2.0">

<saml: Issuer Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 :
nameid-format: entity">https://idp.retailer.inc/uas 
</saml:Issuer>

<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/20 00/0 9/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds :CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.

org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds ."Reference URI="#

_4e2247b5e0a7 92 9bb68901111b6b9699be3fb601">
<ds:Transforms>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds: Transforms>
<ds: DigestMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#shal"/>
<ds:DigestValue>AIczX/rhLyPdsaYg0zmBaBPWbz8=</ds: 

DigestValue>
</ds:Reference>

</ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>— cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

</ds:Signature>
<samlp:Status>
<samlp:StatusCode Value="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 

status : Success"/>
</samlp:Status>
<saml: Assertion ID="

_c3133a8 8f64 6f6d3aafIc22fb69fb88 9b3fe5a4e"
IssueInstant="2010-03-30T10: 05:39.595Z" Version 
= "2.0">

<saml: Issuer Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 :
nameid-format: entity">https://idp.retailer.inc/uas 
</saml :Issuer>
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<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds: CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm^"http ://www.w3 

.org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds: Reference URI = "#

_c3133a88f646f6d3aafIc22fb69fb889b3fe5a4e">
<ds: Transforms>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds:Transforms>
<ds:DigestMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#shal"/>
<ds:DigestValue>2i9NOev6cwesN3cYwQOf4E/vG+o=</ds: 

DigestValue>
</ds: Reference>

</ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>— cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

</ds:Signature>
<saml: Subject>
<saml: NameID Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 

nameid-format : persistent">
ijKlJAaKAPrSHbqlbcKWu?JktcKY</saml:NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmation Method="urn: oasis : names :tc 
: SAML : 2.0 : cm:bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z" 
Recipient="https ://importer.ine/service/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml: SubjectConfirmation>
</saml : Subject>
<saml:Conditions NotBefore="2010-03-30T10: 03:11.237Z" 

NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:13 :11.237Z">
<saml:AudienceRestriction>
<saml:Audience>urn:uuid:38acf336-abl0-3e5d-91e4-908 

f58c0a021</saml:Audience>
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</saml :AudienceRestriction>
</saml: Conditions>
<saml:AuthnStatement Authnlnstant="2010-03-30110 

:05:39.564Z" 
_03b44fc722c2b86548085b36bc2c327c319de515" 
SessionNotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30111: 05 : 39.595Z"> 

<saml: SubjectLocality Address^"195.197.205.34"/> 
<saml:AuthnContext>
<saml:AuthnContextDeclRef>https://idp.retailer.inc/ 

uas/saml2/names/ac/domain.auth</saml: 
AuthnContextDeclRef>

</saml :AuthnContext>
</saml :AuthnStatement>
</saml :Assertion>
</samlp:Response>

SessionIndex="

Listing 3: Full XML listing for g2c scenario. The SAML Response message 
from IDP to SP.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UlF-8"?>
<samlp: Response xmlns:saml="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML

: 2.0 : assertion" xmlns:samlp="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML 
: 2.0:protocol" Destination="https ://example.com/ 
portal/spsso/saml2/AssertIonConsumerService" ID=" 
_4e2247b5e0a7 92 9bb68 90111Ib6b9699be3fb601" 
InResponselo="
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
Issuelnstant="2010-03-30110 : 05:39.595Z" Version 
= " 2.0 " >

<saml: Issuer Format = "urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 
nameid-format : entity">https://testi.tunnistus.fi/ 
ubitp</saml:Issuer>

<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds: CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.

org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithms "http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds: Reference URI = "#

_4e2247b5e0a792 9bb 68901111b6b9699be3fb601">
<ds:lransforms>
<ds:Iransform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org
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/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds: Transforms>
<ds:DigestMethod Algorithm^"http://www.w3.org 

/2000/09/xmldsig#shal"/>
<ds:DigestValue>Xjlb6BKyOzOmo+AS7/rxG6DGoKk=</ds: 

DigestValue>
</ds:Reference>
</ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>- 
</ds:Signature>
<samlp:Status>
<samlp:StatusCode Value="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 2.0 : 

status : Success"/>
</samlp:Status>
<saml:Assertion ID="

_c3133a88f646f6d3aaflc22fb69fb889b3fe5a4e" 
IssueInstant = "2 010-03-30T10: 05:39.595Z" Version

cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

= " 2.0 " >

<saml: Issuer Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML:2.0 : 
nameid-format :entity">https://testi.tunnistus.fi/ 
ubitp</saml :Issuer>

<ds: Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/0 9/ 
xmldsig#">

<ds:Signedlnfo>
<ds: CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm^"http ://www.w3 

.org/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#rsa-shal"/>
<ds: Reference URI = "#

_c3133a88f64 6f 6d3aafIc22fb69fb88 9b3fe5a4e">
<ds: Transforms>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#enveloped-signature"/>
<ds: Transform Algorithm="http ://www.w3.org 

/2001/10/xml-exc-cl4n#"/>
</ds: Transforms>
<ds:DigestMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org 

/2000/0 9/xmldsig#shal"/>
<ds:DigestValue>DIpJaCKegLe4E5bfyDDWlV/Uy3Y=</ds: 

DigestValue>
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</ds:Reference>
</ds:SignedInfo>
<ds:SignatureValue>— cut —</ds:SignatureValue>

</ds:Signature>
<saml: Subject>
<saml: NameID Format="urn: oasis : names :tc: SAML : 1.1 : 

nameid-formatrunspecified">012345-678D</saml : 
NameID>

<saml: SubjectConfirmâtion Method="urn : oasis : names :tc 
: SAML : 2.0 : cm:bearer">

<saml: SubjectConfirmationData Address 
="195.197.205.34" InResponseTo=" 
_34d5felac392fe7978b2cd8a8c43580a542bb4a7" 
NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10:15:39.595Z"
Reeipient = "https ://example.com/portal/spsso/ 
saml2/AssertionConsumerService"/>

</saml: SubjectConfirmation>
</saml: Subject>
<saml:Conditions NotBefore="2010-03-30T10: 03 :11.237Z" 

NotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30T10: 13:11.237Z">
<saml:AudienceRestriction>
<saml:Audience>urn:uuid:38acf336-abl0-3e5d-91e4-908 

f58c0a021</saml :Audience>
</saml:AudienceRestriction>

</saml :Conditions>
<saml:AuthnStatement AuthnInstant="2010-03-30T10 

:05:39.564Z" SessionIndex=" 
_03b44fc722c2b86548085b36bc2c327c319de515" 
SessionNotOnOrAfter="2010-03-30Tll: 05 : 39.595Z"> 

<saml: SubjectLocality Address="195.197.205.34"/> 
<saml:AuthnContext>
<saml:AuthnContextDeclRef>https://testi.tunnistus. 

fi/ubitp/saml2/names/ас/tupas.test.3</saml: 
AuthnContextDeclRef>

</saml :AuthnContext>
</saml :AuthnStatement>
<saml:AttributeStatement>
<saml:Attribute Name="tfi.CUSTID">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2 001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs: string 
">012345-678D</saml:AttributeValue>
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</saml:Attribute>
<saml: Attribute Name="id.ref">
<saml:AttributeValue xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="xs:string"> 
tfi.CUSTID</saml:AttributeValue>

</saml :Attribute>
<saml¡Attribute Name="tfi.version">
<saml¡AttributeValue xmlns¡xs="http¡//www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns¡xsi="http://www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi¡type="xs¡string"> 
katso-1.l</saml¡AttributeValue>

</saml¡Attribute>
<saml¡Attribute Name="name.ref">
<saml¡AttributeValue xmlns¡xs="http¡//www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns¡xsi="http¡//www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi¡type="xs¡string"> 
tfi.CUSTNAME</saml¡AttributeValue>

</saml¡Attribute>
<saml¡Attribute Name="tfi.custname">
<saml¡AttributeValue xmlns¡xs="http¡//www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns¡xsi="http¡//www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi¡type="xs¡string"> 
John Doe</saml¡AttributeValue>

</saml¡Attribute>
<saml¡Attribute Name="id.type">
<saml¡AttributeValue xmlns¡xs="http¡//www.w3.org 

/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http¡//www.w3.org 
/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi¡type="xs¡string"> 
hetu</saml :AttributeValue>

</saml¡Attribute>
</saml¡AttributeStatement>

</saml¡Assertion>
</samlp¡Response>


